WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

STUDY OVERVIEW

RESEARCH SUMMARY

VISIONING

STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES, THREATS

NEXT STEPS
GOALS OF THE STUDY

- Develop an overall vision for the district
- Develop a toolbox of solutions that will guide the implementation of the vision
- Develop an action plan
- Identify potential investments
PLANNING PROCESS
STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

- SAC/TAC
- Meetings
- Surveys
- Social Media
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KEY LEARNINGS: ECONOMIC VITALITY

SEATTLE 

DENVER

INDIANAPOLIS, BOSTON, DETROIT, ST. LOUIS, ARLINGTON
KEY LEARNINGS: MOBILITY & ACTIVITY

CHARLOTTE

DENVER

CHICAGO

ATLANTA, PITTSBURGH, CLEVELAND, NASHVILLE, SEATTLE, SACRAMENTO
KEY LEARNING: ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT

PHILADELPHIA

SAN FRANCISCO, DC, SEATTLE, ST. LOUIS, SAN DIEGO, SACRAMENTO
CITIES REVIEWED
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VISIONING SCENARIOS

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3
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Summarize Results  Pop-up Meeting  Existing Conditions